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“The oil inmanyways speaks for itself.Aswell as
being green and peppery,many of thosewho taste
it describe it as ‘warm’– aword that can also be used
to describe the peoplewho grow this unique
product.We’re very proud to be bringing the first
ever FairtradeOliveOil to theUK, aswe know that
theUK consumer is nowwell aware of the
importance of buying Fairtrade products, knowing
that not only have they been ethically produced
without exploitation, but they’ll also be top quality
products that exceed the all important taste test.”
Heather Masoud, co-founder of Zaytoun De
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More information about
Zaytoun and the product
range can be found at:
www.zaytoun.org

The price of a typical
500ml bottle sold to the
wholesaler would break
down as follows:

31%
to the farmer

31%
to the exporting
organisation – filtering,
bottling, labeling, boxing,
inland shipping

9%
margin to exporting
organisation for farmer
development and support
programmes

29%
UK costs

TRADE NOT AID
Zaytoun is a Community Interest Company founded in 2004 to create
and develop a UK market for artisan Palestinian produce.The company is
a cooperative, and a member of the International Fair Trade Association.
Trade with producer communities not only brings economic benefits, but
allows the rich stories and heritage of these communities to be heard by
consumers in the UK.

Since its inception, Zaytoun has imported and distributed 170 tons of olive
oil to a mixture of retail and wholesale customers, in addition to regional
fair-trade and Palestine campaign groups. Jewish, Muslim and Christian faith
groups have also taken an interest, ordering the oil for their places of
worship and to sell at local stalls as part of a message of inter-faith peace
promotion. Southwark Cathedral even uses the olive oil for anointing in
various services throughout the year.

Any profits Zaytoun makes are:

• invested in further product development in partnership with our suppliers

• invested in local producer support projects run by NGOs such as Oxfam
andWar onWant

• invested straight back into acquiring more stock to meet growing demand

• invested in working with our volunteer harvest team

Zaytoun endeavours to keep costs low in order to maximise the income
from sales that goes back to Palestinian communities. See side panel for
a typical price breakdown for a 500ml bottle of olive oil.

The Zaytoun
story...

INTRODUCTION

Press inquiries contact: Cathi Pawson • Zaytoun • 0845 345 4887 • cathi@zaytoun.org • www.zaytoun.org
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More information about
Zaytoun and the product
range can be found at:
www.zaytoun.org

BEYOND TRADE
Zaytoun facilitates direct links between consumers and producers. This is
done through:

• our harvest trips where we take groups to Palestine to participate in the
olive harvest

• producer tours where we invite Palestinian farmers to the UK

• Unicorn Grocery who sell the Zaytoun range, has financially supported
Palestinian farmers to carry out training in cooperative procedures and
technical assistance with organic pest control

UK MARKET
Zaytoun has always enjoyed a wide base of support, not just amongst
conventional retail and wholesale outlets but also through a network of
buyers representing local fair-trade groups, Palestine support networks and
faith groups. In 2007-8 the breakdown of our sales went to:

• 43% sold through wholesalers

• 19% sold direct to retail outlets

• 38% NGOs and fair-trade groups/Palestine support groups (many of
whom then distribute to local shops). Zaytoun have also established close
relationships withWar onWant and Oxfam – where these NGOs support
capacity building for farmers Zaytoun focuses on marketing the product
which directly results from these projects.

INTRODUCTION

A PALESTINIAN
RANGE
In addition to the flagship
Fairtrade olive oil and
olives, Zaytoun sells dates,
almonds, couscous, soap
and the Palestinian herb
mix “za’atar”. Demand
continues to grow and
turnover increased by 38%
in both 2006-7 and 2007-8.
Recent market research
shows a growing interest
from wholesalers in
stocking the range as a
whole, with retailers
benefiting from the unique
provenance and story
behind these products.

Press inquiries contact: Cathi Pawson • Zaytoun • 0845 345 4887 • cathi@zaytoun.org • www.zaytoun.org
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More information about
Zaytoun and the product
range can be found at:
www.zaytoun.org

Having trained in Arabic and Islamic Studies at Exeter University, Cathi spent
some years travelling and working in Britain and Ireland for NGOs and the
civil service.

In 2002-4, she spent time working as Regional Liaison Officer for Caroline
Lucas MEP and assisted in a campaign to highlight the MEP’s fact-finding
mission to Palestine, before going out herself to Palestine for a month in
2003 as a volunteer with a human rights organisation.

Working closely with rural farming communities on issues of access to land
and movement restrictions, she became aware of the need to find not only a
sustainable market for their produce (in particular the glut of high-quality
olive oil which was then being sold locally at unrealistically low prices) but
also of the need to find alternative channels of communication for these
communities. So often seen as either victim or terrorist, it was clear to her
that the rich heritage of Palestinian farming generations could be lost unless
supported through trade.

On her return she met up with Heather Masoud and in 2004 they brought in
the first 200 bottles as a volunteer project heralding the start of Zaytoun CIC.

Cathi Pawson
THE DIRECTORS

More information about
Zaytoun and the product
range can be found at:
www.zaytoun.org

Press inquiries contact: Cathi Pawson • Zaytoun • 0845 345 4887 • cathi@zaytoun.org • www.zaytoun.org
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Heather went to Palestine in 2003 to join human rights observers in
accompanying farmers to harvest their fruit.

The trip was a life changing one; after learning about the scale of injustice
here first hand it was impossible not to become further involved.

Heather has a Masters in Natural Resource Management and a long term
interest in trade justice.

In 2004 she was working for local authorities on environmental education
projects and started to work with Cathi on an idea of of selling Palestinian
olive oil to friends and family.

“The original idea was that we would spend a few hours
a week on this pursuit, but the response we got to the
Palestinian olive oil was so overwhelming that it quickly
became apparent that it was a project we
had to devote our hearts andminds to full-time!"

Heather Masoud
THE DIRECTORS

More information about
Zaytoun and the product
range can be found at:
www.zaytoun.org

Press inquiries contact: Cathi Pawson • Zaytoun • 0845 345 4887 • cathi@zaytoun.org • www.zaytoun.org
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More information about
Zaytoun and the product
range can be found at:
www.zaytoun.org

Taysir is Zaytoun’s Director in Palestine. He lives in Salfeet district which
is an area highly dependent on olive cultivation and one which has seen
much of its rich agricultural resources stolen through the construction of
illegal settlements.

He has been working with community agricultural projects for the last ten
years and has been instrumental in grass roots campaigning against the
building of the illegal annexation wall in theWest Bank.

Taysir is passionate about the rights of the small farmer and of the
Palestinian people, and is an advocate of the power of fair trade.

Taysir Arabasi
Director in Palestine

THE DIRECTORS

More information about
Zaytoun and the product
range can be found at:
www.zaytoun.org

Press inquiries contact: Cathi Pawson • Zaytoun • 0845 345 4887 • cathi@zaytoun.org • www.zaytoun.org
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Between 2004 and 2009 Zaytoun sold over 170 tons of olive oil, bringing well
over £1million in income to producing communities. In addition, Zaytoun has a
policy of wherever possible ensuring all labelling and packaging takes place in
Palestine, creating valuable further employment opportunities and enabling
development of the sector to service a wider international market. In the past
year Zaytoun has supported Palestinian producers through selling a range of
other artisan produce including dates, almonds, couscous, za’atar herbs, soap and
olives. Both the olives and the oil are now certified organic and Fairtrade

Zaytoun has been a member of the International Fair Trade Association for three
years now and has always had a policy of sourcing products through Palestinian
agricultural support NGOs and fair-trade companies such as Canaan Fair Trade.

Our Palestinian director, Taysir Arabasi, has been working with agricultural
cooperatives in order to direct UK funding towards workshops and training to
enhance technical and organisation skills amongst these coops, and was
instrumental in facilitation of the workshop run by the Fairtrade Foundation in
early 2008, bringing together many producers who were interested in applying
for European FLO certification of their harvest.

Zaytoun is planning to introduce a producer stake to the company later in
2009, in order to allow its producers a voice in the future direction of the
company, and to further allow agricultural cooperatives a more direct
relationship with international marketing initiatives such as Zaytoun.

BENEFITS OF FAIRTRADE
• As the economic crisis deepens, for many the olive harvest provides their
main means of survival.

• Internationally recognised Fairtrade certification of registered small farmers
associations will support and encourage the Palestinian producers to work
collectively and be stronger in vocalising their desire to farm in peace.

• The FAIRTRADE Mark will also increase their access to international markets,
provide opportunities to earn more sustainable incomes and improve future
prospects for their communities.

• Mahmoud Issa, an olive farmer from the village of Anin, near Jenin, and
a member of his village co-operative that is working towards FLO
certification, says Fairtrade represents hope.

“The zaytoun, the olive,means everything to us.My father andmy grandfather
farmed on this land, and nowmy children work alongsideme harvesting.We
can't do anything about our political situation but we can improve our
economic situation.”

"The promise of Fairtrade is helping to truly revitalise the olive farming sector
in many parts of theWest Bank by guaranteeing farmers fair prices and living
wages. In the past, we were often forced to sell our products at a loss due to
the economic situation, but Fairtrade has re-established thousands of small
farmers' faith in the sustainability of the agricultural sector in Palestine. In
addition, we have been able to establish a more direct relationship with our
consumers, who are assured of the quality and purity of the oil we produce".

Benefits of trade
with Zaytoun

FAIR TRADING

PROPOSALS FOR USE
OF SOCIAL PREMIUM
INCLUDE
• Purchase of processing
machinery to enable
more efficient
mechanised pressing
techniques and
production of the high
quality oil demanded by
the market

• Training on pruning and
harvesting techniques to
improve productivity

• Installation of irrigation
and the use of organic
fertiliser

• Communal storage
facilities for the olive oil

• Community schools and
medical centres

• Improvement of rural
roads for transport of
olives from the tree
to the press.

Press inquiries contact: Cathi Pawson • Zaytoun • 0845 345 4887 • cathi@zaytoun.org • www.zaytoun.org
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More information about
Zaytoun and the product
range can be found at:
www.zaytoun.org

Olives are a centuries-old mainstay of the Palestinian economy,with the soil and
climate producing some of the of the world’s highest quality olive oil.The olive is
also symbolic of Palestinian's roots in, and attachment to, the land. Some 45% of
agricultural land (over 900,000 dunums) is planted with an estimated 10 million
olive trees, with the potential to produce between 32,000-35,000 metric tons of
oil.Approximately 93% of the olive harvest is used for olive oil, and the
remainder for pickles, table olives, and soap. Up to 100,000 families depend upon
the olive harvest for their livelihoods to some extent.

The olive industry accounts for 18% of total agricultural production,
comprises 15-19% of Palestinian agricultural output depending on season,
and 100,000 families depend upon the harvest for their livelihood. The
development of the olive oil sector is critical as it is an important source of
food security, labour and cash income and has a potential to lift thousands
of Palestinians out of poverty.*

* http://www.reliefweb.int/rw/RWFiles2008.nsf/FilesByRWDocUnidFilename/EDIS-7KGNPR-full_report.pdf/
$File/full_report.pdf

Farming community
in Palestine

THE COMMUNITY

An ancient Arabic
proverb says,

“There are only
three constant
things in life –
death, change and
olive trees”

Abu Suleiman, one of the
Zaytoun Palestinian
farmers producing the oil
says he and his colleagues
are delighted that their oil
will be available in the UK:

“The olive trees
root and anchor us
in our land,
provide a sense of
belonging, home
and hope.
Investing in olive
oil is investing in
our future.”

Press inquiries contact: Cathi Pawson • Zaytoun • 0845 345 4887 • cathi@zaytoun.org • www.zaytoun.org
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Zaytoun and the product
range can be found at:
www.zaytoun.org

Yet Palestinian farmers face severe restrictions in carrying out their
agricultural activities, which includes the production of olive oil.

ECONOMIC DISADVANTAGES
• Lack of consistent access to their land prevents farmers from carrying out
routine tasks such as applying fertiliser and/or pruning, which results in
decreased yields.

• Water shortages, which often result in decreased yields.

• Insecurity, including settlers shooting at farmers whilst they work in their
fields. Demolition of houses and destruction of the groves take away
people’s income. The wall separates villages from the land on which they
rely for produce and income-generating crops, and also separates them
from water resources. Land confiscation in other areas for settlement and
wall construction destroys ancient groves.

• Closure: the frequent and unpredictable restrictions on movement faced
by those travelling to and fro across the border, and to and within the
Occupied Palestinian Territories.

SOCIAL DISADVANTAGES
• Restrictions on access to the groves makes it difficult for people to come
together for annual harvest as is traditional, especially where groves have
been cut off from the village by the illegal route of the wall”. Often only
one or two members of family are allowed through to harvest at
restricted times.

• Movement restrictions hamper skill-sharing and cooperation between
farming communities.

ENVIRONMENTAL DISADVANTAGES
• Israeli settlements in theWest Bank have heavy water-use patterns and
in some cases sewage pollutes groundwater for Palestinian villages and
groves downhill.

• Many thousands of olive trees have been destroyed in recent years for
settlement and wall construction.

Harriet Lamb, Executive Director of the Fairtrade Foundation says:

“We hope this will be the first ofmanymore
Fairtrade products coming from theworld's conflict
zones and least-developed countries. If so, it will
help to catalysemarkets andmake a real economic
difference to the communities that need itmost.”

THE COMMUNITY

Press inquiries contact: Cathi Pawson • Zaytoun • 0845 345 4887 • cathi@zaytoun.org • www.zaytoun.org
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QUALITY
Zaytoun olive oil has received great feedback from oil connoisseurs,
affirming that not only is the oil ethical, it is also premium quality –
reflecting the artisan nature of its production and the rich heritage of the
communities that produce it.

The following is a review by Jean Marie Baldassan fromAdolive, a French
olive growers council:

“Very fine oil, harmonious in terms of both fragrance and
taste,with pleasant length and sustained flavours that
are likely to bemaintained over time.The fragrance is
of tomato, freshly cut grass and greenolive.There are
gentle flavours on first tasting,which evolve to give
salad-like hints of greenbean,broadbean, young
walnut…with a peppery, even spicy finish.”

A review of Zaytoun olive oil from Malcolm Gluck, the writer of the
Superplonk column in The Guardian paper and the BBC2 Superplonk series:

“It is one of the least aggressive yet pungently
attractive olive oils I have tasted. It is in the rich
nourishing class of the best of the fruity Sicilian,
Cretan, and northern Spanish oils and its beautiful
green cloudiness bespeaks of care and judicious
handling. It is wholly organic…”

Unlike some cheaper Extra Virgin olive oils on the shelves, Zaytoun’s oil is
neither blended with inferior quality oil, nor is it chemically refined. It is
made exclusively from fruits sent to the mill within 24 hours of harvest,
where the oil is extracted by cold pressing.

By dint of the restrictions placed on the Palestinian economy by the Israeli
occupation, Palestinian agriculture has never been reliant on chemical input,
nor have the olive trees been irrigated due to restrictions on water supply.
The result is a naturally organic means of production and a fruit that is high
in flavour and nutrition.

Zaytoun Olive Oil
THE PRODUCT

The International
Olive Oil Council
recognises Palestine to be

‘the original
home of the
olive tree’.

Press inquiries contact: Cathi Pawson • Zaytoun • 0845 345 4887 • cathi@zaytoun.org • www.zaytoun.org
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Zaytoun and the product
range can be found at:
www.zaytoun.org

HEALTH BENEFITS
Zaytoun’s organic olive oil, free from industrial treatment, refinement or
chemical input, retains many of the health benefits commonly attributed to
olive oil, including:

• Antioxidants – useful in the prevention of certain diseases and also of ageing.

• Epidemiological studies suggest that olive oil exerts a protective effect
against certain malignant tumours

• On top of polyphenols, olive oil has a large proportion of vitamins A,
D and K, as well as vitamin E, the main source of protection against the
free radicals that produce cell oxidation. This makes it a good aid in
specific therapies to treat skin disorders such as acne, psoriasis and
seborrheic eczemas.

• Vitamin E is also recommended for premature and new-born infants with
kidney or pancreas failure because of the favourable effect it has on the
hepato-biliary system.

• Olive oil not only provides enough essential fatty acids for the
development of the new-born child; its ratio of linoleic acid to linolenic
acid (essential fatty acids) is similar to that of breast milk.

• Recent research has concluded that the fatty acids in the make-up of olive
oil are good allies in lowering important immunological parameters, such
as the proliferation of lymphocytes induced by specific mitogens of both
B- and T-cells.

• These fatty acids have been reported to play an important part in various
immune functions. They are involved in regulating inflammatory processes,
and they may be effective in the treatment of some autoimmune diseases
and in the regulation of the immune system in general.

THE PRODUCT

Press inquiries contact: Cathi Pawson • Zaytoun • 0845 345 4887 • cathi@zaytoun.org • www.zaytoun.org
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Mohammed Isa is a member of the Anin Coop for Olive Oil Production. This
coop is one of a network of fair trade producers cooperatives based in the
Jenin area of Palestine. Since 2005, the Palestine Fair Trade Association
(PFTA) and Canaan Fair Trade, the marketing arm of the PFTA, have organised
over 1,700 olive oil farmers in Palestine into fair trade cooperatives like this
one. The farmers’ organic olive oil is produced and marketed by Canaan
under fair trade principles, to buyers in the U.S. and Europe.

Since its inception, Zaytoun has been working with the Palestinian farmers’
organisations, the Palestinian Fairtrade Association, Oxfam and others to
achieve the social, environmental and economic criteria for Fairtrade
certification. In order to receive certification farmers must be members of
legally registered and democratically run organisations, which will ensure the
equitable distribution of Fairtrade premiums for maximum shared benefit.

The Fairtrade Foundation recently announced that 2009 will see the launch
of Fairtrade certified Palestinian olive oil in the UK, making Canaan Fair Trade
the first Palestinian organisation to receive the Fairtrade Certification for
their olive oil and olives. In fact this is the first time that olive oil and
Palestine are included in the scope of the Fairtrade Foundation.

This is great news for farmers like Mohammed who have seen their situation
steadily growing worse.With borders completely contained within a network
of walls, fences and checkpoints, Palestinian farmers face severe difficulties
in marketing their products abroad. Of around 15,000 tons of olive oil
produced each year, as little as one third leaves the country, and the rest is
either picked up by Israeli traders at very low prices or remains unsold.
Unable to reach foreign markets, Palestinian farmers are depleting their
savings, selling their assets and entering a cycle of debt.

TheAninCoophasworkedon
obtainingorganic and
Fairtrade certification for their
olive oil in order to improve
their livelihoods and support
their local community.
Farmers in the regionhave
beendiscussingpotential uses
of Fairtradepremiums.

Proposals include:

• Purchase of processing
machinery to enable more
efficient mechanised
pressing techniques and
production of the high
quality oil demanded by
themarket

• Training on pruning and
harvesting techniques to
improve productivity

• Installation of irrigation
and the use of organic
fertiliser

• Communal storage
facilities for the olive oil;

• Community schools and
medical centres

• Improvement of rural roads
for transport of olives from
the tree to the press.

THE FACTS
Location: Anin Village
Nr Jenin, Palestine

Established: 2004

Members: 40 families

Farm size: 80 dunums
(approx 18 acres)

Anin Coop for Olive Oil Production
Jenin, Palestine

Press inquiries contact: Cathi Pawson • Zaytoun • 0845 345 4887 • cathi@zaytoun.org • www.zaytoun.org

PRODUCER PROFILES
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Like most Palestinian farmers, Mohammed’s family have tended their olive
groves for many generations. Recent generations, however, have seen their
land gradually being taken away from them.Anin is a village that falls on the
Green Line separating Israel from theWest Bank. In 1948, with the creation of
the state of Israel, Mohammed’s family lost over 100 dunums of land to the
other side of the Green Line.The family then lost further land to Israel’s
‘security’ wall in 2003.With Israel constantly citing ‘security’ concerns as a
reason to confiscate the most fertile land, farmers are constantly facing the
threat of losing yet more land, which means their olive groves and hence their
livelihoods.

When Mohammed became aware of the work of the Anin Coop for Olive Oil
Production his situation was already quite bad. Before the building of the
wall, like many farmers in the area, Mohammed was able to market his oil
just beyond the Green Line in Palestinian populated villages in Israel. After
the building of the wall was completed in the north of theWest Bank,
however, access to these areas became almost impossible..

Almost three-quarters of Palestinians live on less than US$2 a day (below
the United Nations poverty line). 80% of cultivated land in theWest Bank
and Gaza is planted with olive trees and the olive harvest provides
Palestinian farmers like Mohammed with anywhere between 25 to 50
percent of their annual income.

In the past, 80% of Mohammed’s produce was sold for nearly 15 shekels per
kilo to Palestinians living in Israel. After the completion of the wall, however,
Mohammed was restricted to selling locally, with sales dropping to 50% for
approximately 7 shekels per kilo. This severe drop in sales meant the oil was
costing more to produce than it was selling for.

Since joining the Anin Coop, however, Mohammed says things have improved
a great deal. He explains that his experience with the Coop has taught him
many things, especially those related to quality issues. Fair trade
cooperatives in Palestine bring back traditions lost in the midst of conflict.
They reintroduce a new spirit into the work ethic of the villages and renew
the social values and ties weakened by the conflict. Farmers receive organic
and fair trade premiums over unsustainable market prices. Canaan and the
PFTA have developed modern processing and storage facilities and started
several community development programs.Although Mohammed says 2007
was not a good harvest year, he was pleased to have been able to sell all his
harvest to Canaan for what he regards to be a fair price. For Mohammed, this
was a clear indication that joining the coop was a good move.

Mohammed says that Fairtrade for him has meant improved production, a
profit, and equality between farmers. The increased income that Mohammed
gets means he can afford to send his children to university, which is
something he believes is essential to give them hope for a better future.
Mohammed says his key message for British consumers of Palestinian olive
oil is that the farmers will keep providing a high quality product; all they ask
in return is that the British consumers keep buying and paying a fair price for
the product.

Press inquiries contact: Cathi Pawson • Zaytoun • 0845 345 4887 • cathi@zaytoun.org • www.zaytoun.org

PRODUCER PROFILES
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THE FACTS
Location: Haja Villlage
Nr Tulkarm, Palestine

Established: 2004

Members: 25

Farm size: 500 dunums

Haja women's association
Near Tulkarm

PRODUCER PROFILES

Bassema Basalat

Bassema Basalat is a Palestinian mother of 4 as well as an olive and za'atar
producer. She lives in Haja village with her farmer husband and an extended
farming family. She also trained as an architect - “Women are best at multi-
tasking” she laughs.

In 2004 she co-founded the women's development association in Haja, to
help train women to be economically independent, and bring much-needed
income to their families. Partnering with companies like Zaytoun enables the
women to learn more about overseas markets for the their produce.

It's not simply about sales, however, for these women as for many others in
Palestine, their contribution to their community is growing ever more
important as Palestinian society and economy evolves under occupation.
Through fairly trading their products sales to UK customers the women's
income enable them to undertake further training, and perhaps to develop
their produce to qualify for international Fair Trade and organic certification.

Palestinian women follow their ancestor's ways, in preparing the traditional
foods of za'atar (a mix of thyme, toasted sesame seeds and sumac) and
maftool (Palestinian couscous). In addition to the olive harvest which is
gathered by the whole family, these delicious foods are a staple of the
Palestinian diet, and the women are delighted now to be able to offer it to
customers in faraway lands.

Bassema is proud of her heritage “My favourite recipes use za'atar – I plant
the herbs in my land,watch them growing andmill them for my own kitchen” -
and knows that in following her grandmothers' footsteps, she is providing for
her family and her community.

Bassema's own family is facing land theft from nearby Israeli settlements. 20
dunums of her own olive grove is no longer accessible due to illegal building of
the settlements Mosheh Zohar and Qarne Shomron.This loss affects not only
her ability to provide food and income, but her family's whole way of life.

"Our Friday activity is to go and plant olive trees, for our future and for the
children as well.We love the olive tree as part of the family"
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THE FACTS
Location: Deir Istya,
part of North Salfit
cooperative, Palestine

Established: 2004

North Salfit cooperative
members: 80

Farm size:
800 dunums

Deir Istya
members: 28

Deir Istya farm:
300 dunums

Deir Istya
North Salfit cooperative

PRODUCER PROFILES

Riziq AbuNasser

Riziq Abu Nasser is a father of three, and an olive farmer from the village of
Deir Istya, in the Salfit district of the PalestinianWest Bank. Riziq currently
has 90 olive trees. Some of those inherited from his father are “Roman
trees”; 2000 years old with a girth of 3 meters, some he planted himself in
1986 and he has plans to plant more.

Deir Istya is a beautiful hilltop village of around 4000 inhabitants with an
ancient history – many of its families have lived there for hundreds of years.
The village boasts an ancient fort and there are many stories about its origin.

In 2008, over 70% of the village was unemployed despite having a high
proportion of well qualified inhabitants - at least 70 villagers hold
Doctorates. There are active women's groups, which have obtained funding
for a new kindergarten and for renovation of old buildings into a children's
computing centre. Olive oil production is economically vital to the village -
there are three oil presses and two marble processing plants. Deir Istya's
olive cooperative was one of the first to gain Fairtrade and organic
certification for its olive oil production.

The village once had a total of around 34,000 dunums, before losing about
20,000 dunums to a ring of illegal Israeli settlements and the separation
wall. Included in the lands is the fertile valley ofWadi Qana. Blessed with
many water springs and theWadi Qana river, it has been a source of pride to
the villagers who have long grazed their animals and cultivated many crops
here, as well as gathering wild herbs. All of the springs have local names,
including Ein al Maghassel, “the source of the washing place,” where women
came during Ottoman times to wash clothes and carpets.

Until recently some families lived next to their farms here, yet a few years
ago access to their lands was prevented by the Israeli military and life
became intolerable – the families moved up the hill into Deir Istya village.
The clear water has also been polluted by raw sewage that is pumped out
from the nearby illegal settlements – Immanuel and Revava. This is despite
the Israeli nomination of the valley as a Nature Reserve!
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Riziq visited Devon during Zaytoun's Fairtrade Fortnight tour in 2009,
heralding the start of a new twinning project. The Olives for Hope project
supports Devonians to sponsor the planting of new olive saplings around
Deir Istya, to buy Fairtrade Palestinian oil as well as visiting the village during
the annual olive harvest.

Riziq says “The people of Deir Istya face a long list of problems, including the
destruction of our olive groves. I hope that this project will enable the farmers
of Deir Istya to increase their production, improve the use of what remains of
their land, and strengthen the bonds of friendship between the people of
Britain and Palestine.”

Recently, however, there have been more challenges for the Deir Istya
farmers. In the early morning hours on September 24, 2010, Israeli settlers
ploughed up over 40 dunums of Deir Istya lands and spread 20 caravans
there. These are to be included in the colony total area. Still, late in 2010
some of the farmers began again to plant new olive trees and to clean up
their water resources.Yet in November they found on arrival at the site, that
their way was blocked by the Israeli army, who had destroyed the new
plantation and blocked the springs,as well as confiscating over 50m of
irrigation pipes and agricultural equipment.

Still, despite losing some of his own trees – these were grubbed out to build
a new road serving an Israeli settlement, Riziq remains optimistic about the
opportunities that Fairtrade offers his community

“The process of marketing olive oil through Fairtrade has mademe optimistic.
In Palestine farmers have complicated problems. But, with Fairtrade, I feel that,
as a farmer, there is a solution for every problem that we have,” he said.

Formerly his community sold olive oil to Gaza and to the Gulf States,
although the price then did not even cover the cost of production.Access to
these markets was closed in the 1990s.

Through Fairtrade new markets in Europe have opened demanding organic
oil of high quality. There has been investment in new equipment (stainless
steel containers instead of recycled jerry cans) and during harvest season
each day’s pickings are taken to the oil press to be cleaned and milled. The
better price benefits local farmers who feel that their produce and labour is
respected by those who buy it, and the social premium for the community is
used for the health clinic and his children’s school. There are hopes to buy a
shared tractor.

We'll leave the last word to Riziq:

“By buying our olive oil, you are saving our lives, the future of our children
and you are helping to save our land.”

PRODUCER PROFILES

More information about
Zaytoun and the product
range can be found at:
www.zaytoun.org



Burqin cooperative,
near Jenin, Palestine

PRODUCER PROFILES

Um Shehadeh with child

Born in Jenin refugee camp, Um Shehadeh is originally from the village of
Zar’in near Haifa.While both her parents come from a farming community
the political realities that left them refugees in the city of Jenin made it
impossible for them to continue in their agricultural tradition. But Um
Shehadeh is reviving her ancestral heritage in the village of Burqin, just a
couple of kilometers from the refugee camp.Aside from growing local
varieties of zucchini, squash, and cucumbers, Um Shehadeh makes sun-dried
tomatoes, couscous, and organic olive oil soap with the local women coop in
her village. In her small home in the center of Burquien Um Shehadeh
operates a small chicken hatchery and works on a sewing machine hemming
cloths. Her interests are reading and mathematics but unfortunately, she
never finished school. “I left school in my senior year because our situation at
homewas difficult so I learned sewing and started earning a living.” But that
never stopped Um Shehadeh from pursuing her dreams and discovering her
talents.When she joined the women coop of Burqin and the Palestine Fair
Trade Association, she took an English class through PFTA where she said she
discovered that she has talents.

Along with her gift as a seamstress, an agriculturalist, and a creative mother,
Um Shehadeh has the skill of leadership. This is why in May of 2010 she ran
for elections in the Palestine Fair Trade Association to be elected as the only
woman on the board. Amidst an environment that is mostly dominated by
men, Um Shehadeh says, “PFTA and Canaan Fair Trade create a new cultural
atmosphere for women. I am engaged inmy community in a way I did not think
I could be before. I feel supported bymy coop and by the farmers themselves.
This showsme that aside frommakingMaftoul and sun-dried tomatoes I am
also part of a movement that is creating progress through agricultural work.”

Many people may think that women’s empowerment has to come from an
urban context but Um Shehadeh serves as a great example of how real
progress comes from within the community and through the work that makes
ideological slogans a tangible reality. Um Shehadeh and the other women of
the Burqin coop no longer feel that independence is a far-fetched goal.

THE FACTS
Burqin, part of the
Palestine Fair Trade
Association

Location: near Jenin,
Palestine

Established: 2004

Members: 1700
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“Canaan Fair Trade supports us in becoming a stronger coop.They offer us
space; rawmaterial andmost of all they buy our products. This is important
because nowwe are looking at land to buy for our coop to create our own
women’s center. The womenwill participate in paying the expense of the place
and Canaan helped us get a grant to start.”When asked why she thought this
was important, Um Shehadeh said, “This means we will establish a women
share coop in our village and it will give us capital. Each womanwill own shares,
and rights to the land and the profit. This is what will make our lives more
independent andmost of all healthy, self-sustainable and economically viable.
This is huge for us!”

Alongside the women’s center Um Shehadeh dreams of having an
international center in Burqin. “Our village is very unique.We have one of the
oldest churches in the world and our people are very welcoming.Our kids love
meeting people from different places in the world.We can work on this and
create a center in our village where people will learn about us and our kids who
are imprisoned by the occupation and the wall canmeet the world through the
eyes of internationals who will come to visit.”

At a glance, Um Shehadeh may give the impression of a timid woman but it
takes less than five minutes of conversation with her to discover that you
have encountered a mega woman who is defying any limitations and
standing steadfast as a lighthouse in an otherwise grim situation. Her
daughter, Nour, which means light in Arabic, is only nine years old but she is
already following her mother’s footsteps. In an executive tone she watches
her mother making Maftoul and offers her critique while filling the house
with vibrations of joy coming from her elated laughter as she commands,
“Mom, its time for you to take a break!”

PRODUCER PROFILES

More information about
Zaytoun and the product
range can be found at:
www.zaytoun.org

Um Shehadeh Checking on Sun-dried Tomatoes
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Ingredients

• 1/4 cup (3 tbs) Zaytoun's
za'atar

• 4 x 180g skinless chicken
breast fillets

• 1/4 cup (60ml) olive oil

• 1 large red onion

• 1/3 cup (80ml) white wine

• 3/4 cup (185ml) chicken
stock

• 1 1/2 cups (270g) Zaytoun
large-grain couscous
(maftool)

• 1/3 cup toasted pine nuts
or almonds

• 2 oranges, peeled,
segmented, juice reserved
(about 50ml)

• 1/2 cup coriander leaves

• 1 tsp ground cumin

Serves: 4 people

Preparation: 20 minutes

Cooking: 10 minutes

PALESTINIAN RECIPES

Za'atar

Za'atar is a delicious Palestinian mix of thyme, toasted sesame seeds and
sumac. The ingredients are traditionally gathered and mixed by the women in
the villages.

In Palestine it is widely rumoured to improve the eater's intelligence, as well as
to cure rheumatism. To have a mixture of za'atar and olive oil in your home is
said to lead to prosperity, and to eat this herb for 40 days is claimed to lend
protection from serpents.

Whilst we wouldn't like to make any claims about our intelligence or our
prosperity, we certainly are never bothered by snakes – and to us, any food
that tastes this good must bring many blessings.

We're delighted to share these recipes with you, having savoured them
ourselves on our many visits to Palestinian homes. As the Palestinians say
“Za'atar and olive oil are the two lions protecting the home”

More information about
Zaytoun and the product
range can be found at:
www.zaytoun.org

ZA’TAR CHICKEN
WITH ORANGE COUSCOUS
Method

1. Preheat the oven to 180°C.

2. Rub the za’atar all over the chicken. Heat 2 tablespoons of the oil in a large,
deep frypan over medium heat. Add the chicken and cook for 2 minutes
each side until golden. Transfer to a roasting pan and cook in the oven for
about 10 minutes or until cooked through.

3. Wipe the frypan with paper towel, then heat over medium-high heat. Add
the red onion, saute till soft, then add the wine and cook for 1 minute, then

4. add the stock. Bring to the boil, add the Palestinian couscous (maftool),
remove from heat, cover and stand for 5 minutes. Fluff the couscous with a
fork and stir in the pine nuts, orange segments and coriander leaves.

5. Whisk the remaining olive oil and reserved orange juice in a small bowl with
cumin.Add to the couscous and gently combine.

6. Slice the chicken breasts and serve on top of the couscous.

Enjoy!
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Serves: 4 people

Preparation: 30 minutes

Cooking: 10 minutes

More information about
Zaytoun and the product
range can be found at:
www.zaytoun.org

MANA'ISH BIL ZA'ATAR
(PALESTINIAN ZA'ATAR FLATBREAD)
Method

1. To make the dough, sift the flour, sugar, yeast and salt in a large bowl.

2. Make a well in the centre and add in the water and knead till the dough has
come together leaving the sides of the bowl clean.

3. Transfer onto a clean work surface and knead for about 10 minutes till the
dough is smooth and elastic.

4. Lightly grease the bowl and transfer the dough into the bowl. Cover with
cling film and leave it in a warm place till it has doubled in bulk, for about
1 1/2 hours.

5. Meanwhile, pre-heat the oven to gas mark 7/425F/220°C.

6. Put 2 large oiled baking sheets in the oven to heat.

7. Knock the air out of the dough and knead again for about 2 minutes.

8. Divide into 8 portions and roll each ball between your palms until smooth
and round.

9. Flour the work surface and flatten each round with a rolling pin until it is
circular, even, and about 1/4 inch thick.

10. Cover and leave in a warm place to rise for 20 more minutes.

11. Brush the tops of the discs with a little olive oil.

12. In a small bowl, mix the za'atar with the remaining oil and give it a good mix.

13. Spread the oil-za'atar mixture over the surface of each bread.

14. Slide the bread onto the hot baking sheets and bake for 10 minutes or until
the bread is golden brown.

15. Remove from the oven and serve hot.

Enjoy!

Ingredients

• 500g plain flour

• 1/2 teaspoon sugar

• 2 teaspoons dried yeast

• 1/2 teaspoon salt

• about 310ml hand-hot
water

• 4 tsp Zaytoun za'atar

• 4 -6 tablespoons Zaytoun
olive oil

PALESTINIAN RECIPES

Za'atar

Za'atar is a delicious Palestinian mix of thyme, toasted sesame seeds and
sumac. The ingredients are traditionally gathered and mixed by the women in
the villages.

In Palestine it is widely rumoured to improve the eater's intelligence, as well as
to cure rheumatism. To have a mixture of za'atar and olive oil in your home is
said to lead to prosperity, and to eat this herb for 40 days is claimed to lend
protection from serpents.

Whilst we wouldn't like to make any claims about our intelligence or our
prosperity, we certainly are never bothered by snakes – and to us, any food
that tastes this good must bring many blessings.

We're delighted to share these recipes with you, having savoured them
ourselves on our many visits to Palestinian homes. As the Palestinians say
“Za'atar and olive oil are the two lions protecting the home”
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PALESTINIAN MAFTOOL WITH
ZA’ATAR CHICKEN OR VEGETABLES
Method

1. Preheat the oven to 180°C.

2. Sprinkle the za’atar liberally over chicken or vegetables and drizzle with olive
oil. Put into oven and roast until cooked.

3. Rinse maftool under cold water until it runs clear.

4. Fry onion in olive oil until golden, add dill seeds and green pepper, add
maftool to pan and stir so coated with oil and mixed with seasonings. Add
¾ stock and leave on heat until liquid is absorbed and maftool is plump and
soft to taste (add more stock if needed)

5. Mix the remaining olive oil, the lemon juice, cumin and coriander. Stir into
the maftoul.

6. On a large serving plate slice the chicken breasts or vegetables and serve on
top of the maftool.

7. Sprinkle with toasted almonds and lemon zest

Delicious hot or cold. Serve with a green salad or some Greek yoghurt

Serves: 4 people

Preparation: 15 minutes

Cooking: 30 minutes

More information about
Zaytoun and the product
range can be found at:
www.zaytoun.org

Ingredients

• 4 tablespoons Zaytoun's

Palestinian za’atar (Middle

Eastern herb mix of wild

thyme, sesame seeds and

sumac)

• 1 teaspoon dill seeds

• 1 green pepper - crushed

• chicken breast fillets or for a

vegetarian version pumpkin,

seeded and sliced and whole

medium size tomatoes

(enough to feed four people)

• 6 tablespoons Zaytoun’s

Palestinian Olive Oil

• 200ml chicken stock or

vegetable stock

• one large white onion -

finely diced

• 250g pack Zaytoun’s

Palestinian Maftool. Rinse

maftool under cold water

until water runs clear before

cooking.

• 100g Zaytoun’s plain

PalestinianAlmonds –

chopped and fried in olive oil

• 1 lemon - zest and juice

• handful coriander leaves

(parsley also fine)

• 1 tsp ground cumin

PALESTINIAN RECIPES

Couscous

Zaytoun's couscous (called maftool in Palestine) boasts an unusual nutty
flavour. The grains are larger and firmer than most commercially available
couscous, because our couscous is prepared by hand. In this traditional
preparation, women-owned village cooperatives work to sun-dry, crack and
hand-roll the wheat.

Palestinian maftool is often cooked at weddings and in honour of the dead, as
it is a food fit for peasants and kings. It's also a popular winter food, served
traditionally with local chicken.We're sure you will find it a food to feast upon
too – nourishing, richly flavoured and distinctive in taste

In the tradition of famed Midddle Eastern hospitality, we wish you “Sahtain”
and hope you enjoy maftool as much as we have while visiting to the graceful
homes of our Palestinian hosts.
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More information about
Zaytoun and the product
range can be found at:
www.zaytoun.org

Image library
MEDIA PACK Press / Trade

enquiries contact:

Cathi Pawson
Zaytoun CIC
0845 345 4887
cathi@zaytoun.org
www.zaytoun.org

The images in this library can be downloaded for use from:
http://neocreative.co.uk/zaytoun_media.htm

Please ensure that all images used are copyright and
credited to Zaytoun CIC.
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More information about
Zaytoun and the product
range can be found at:
www.zaytoun.org

Harvesting the fruit by hand

The harvest is a traditional
time for the whole
community to get together
– generations from
grandparent to children
pick olives and picnic under
the trees
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More information about
Zaytoun and the product
range can be found at:
www.zaytoun.org

The fruits are from
traditional Palestinian
varieties of tree – unique to
this part of the world

An olive comb – the only
mechanical assistance
used by Palestinian farmers
who tend their trees by hand
as their forefathers did
before them
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More information about
Zaytoun and the product
range can be found at:
www.zaytoun.org

The harvest is rich in
colour and scent

Many trees in Palestine
are extremely old, and
all are ancient varieties
well adapted to the local
conditions
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More information about
Zaytoun and the product
range can be found at:
www.zaytoun.org

The Palestinian landscape is
characterised by hillsides
covered in terraced groves

Winnowing the harvest –
wind-assisted separation of
the leaves from the fruit
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More information about
Zaytoun and the product
range can be found at:
www.zaytoun.org

Young and old,men and
women – all lend their hands
at harvest time

Wind-assisted winnowing
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The new organic and
Fairtrade range from
Zaytoun

Fairtrade Organic Extra Virgin Olive
Oil, Organic Nabali Green Olives &
Organic Tree Ripened Black Olives
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More information about
Zaytoun and the product
range can be found at:
www.zaytoun.org

Flagship product – organic
Fairtrade olive oil from the
hills of the ancient land of
Palestine

Fairtrade Organic Extra Virgin
Olive Oil
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Flagship product – organic
Fairtrade olive oil from the
hills of the ancient land of
Palestine

Fairtrade Organic Extra Virgin
Olive Oil (250 ml)
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Fairtrade organic green
olives, pickled the
traditional Palestinian way

Fairtrade Organic
Nabali Green Olives
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Fairtrade Organic
Tree Ripened Black Olives

PRODUCT IMAGES

Fairtrade organic tree
ripened black olives,
smothered in olive oil
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Palestinian Almonds
PRODUCT IMAGES
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Palestinian Cous Cous
PRODUCT IMAGES
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Palestinian Medjoul Dates
PRODUCT IMAGES
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Palestinian Organic Sundried
Tomatoes

PRODUCT IMAGES
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Palestinian Za’atar
PRODUCT IMAGES
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Product Range
PRODUCT IMAGES
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Products from left to right:

Fairtrade Organic Extra
Virgin Olive Oil (250ml)

Fairtrade Organic Tree
Ripened Black Olives

Palestinian Almonds

Palestinian Cous Cous

Palestinian Za’atar

PalestinianMedjoul Dates

Fairtrade Organic Nabali
Green Olives

Palestinian Organic
Sundried Tomatoes



More information about
Zaytoun and the product
range can be found at:
www.zaytoun.org


